AWA Council extraordinary Meeting Held 3/5/2021
Venue Yokine Community Centre
Meeting Opened: 7.25pm
Apologies:

Ted and David (KAMS Delegates)

Agenda:

Instructor Recertification only

Business:

President David addressed the meeting and outlined the history of this topic.
David had sent a email to all clubs as decided at the last meeting detailing the
options decided at the last meeting.
The options were:
1. Not to have the flying test.
2. To have a flying test.
3. Have a second observer present for the flying test.
We had 13 responses to the email regarding the 3 options with 3 for option
one and 10 for option two. David tabled copies of the emails and offered
them to the meeting for anybody to read them. After reading them Malcolm
Buckland pointed out that the count was incorrect and it was amended to 4
for option one and 9 for option 2. President David apologised to Malcolm for
his error.
General Discussion started for and against having the flying test included in
the recertification and it was brought up that we and most clubs have to
many rules which are above what is required by the MAAA MOP
requirements.

Motion:

The AWA adopt Option 1 (. Not to have the flying test ) with the individual
clubs deciding if they will have a flying test.
Moved Malcolm Buckland, Seconded Peter Bryner
For the motion 6 Against 2 and Abstained 2 Motion Carried

Steve Coram Discussed the standard of some instructors and the fact that not having the
flying test would not eliminate the lower end of the scale.

Eric Bevan asked those present if the passing of the motion regarding
Instructor re evaluation meant that those instructors who had passed the
theory but failed the flight test have now passed subject to their clubs ruling
on the flying test. There was a unanimous YES to this
Andrew Herzfeld asked those present to be aware that our club rules only
need to equal the MAAA MOP and that any requirement that above and
beyond the MOP may cause problems in the event of a insurance claim.
Meeting Closed 8.10pm

